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Slipping away

Mapping·Maya
Advanced tech leads to
accuracy in mapping
landscape -SEE NEWS,A2

UCF leads for inost of game only to
lose in final minute -sEEsPoRrS,A9
Fight

ELMO ATTACKER
ISNOT

Lusk takes SGA stage again

TICKELED Maligned Sen. takes over elections

Elmo was nottidded- he was in a
tussle. Police in Central Florida say a
man dressed as the Sesame Stl!!et
cfiaracter was attacked at a music
store, but he was able to fend off the
ttacker.The costumed man had
been hired to perform as Elmo at a
children's even~ but police say the
attacker began throwing punches at
Elmo.The perfunnerfought back, .
even breaking afew fingers on his
attac;r' and

EMRE KELLY

ing to a Future report in
September 2009.
Lusk appealed the election commission's -decision.
but the SGA Judicial Council upheld the violation in
October 2009.
''I felt that there were a
lot of things that went
wrong, such as no disclosure of evidence," Lusk said
''Evidence was used against
me in the elections violation hearing that I didn't
even know existed."

Editor-in-Chief

SGA Sen. Will Lusk,
who was found in violation
of major campaign statutes
in ~eptember 2009, was
appointed to be an elections cominissioner for the
upcoming Senate elections
in late July 2010.
Lusk was found in violation of attempting to bribe
and blatant. disregard of
elections statutes, accord-

During the elections,
Lusk made a phone call to
Casey Jo Cooper, the vice
chairman of the College
Republicans at the time.
Disagreements about
the unified ticket arose,
leading te a discussion
where Lusk asked if she
would change her mind
about tlie endorsement if
everybody bought college
. Republican memberships.
PLEASE SEE

AT AGLANCE
• During the SGA Senate elections in September 2009, then-Sen.
William Lusk was found in major of major campaign statutes in his
campaign.
• Lusk appealed the decision, but the SGA Judicial Council upheld
the violations in October 2009.
• After being appointed as the elections commissioner by Student
Government Association President Michael Kilbride, Lusk was
confirmed by a unanimous vote in the Elections and Appointments
Committee and then confirmed by the SGA Senate in a 33-1 vote.

LUSK ON A6

Arrest

Senate
candidates

MAN PAINTS
HIMSELF A

TARGET

ACheyenne man who doused
himself with white latex paint in
hopes of avoiding a police Taser was
hit with the stun gun anyway.The
Taser chase happened when
Cheyenne police went to Brian
Mattert's house on adomestic
violence call.When police arrived,
Mattertthoughtthey'd use aTaser
on him,so he hastily covered himself
in paint and told officers that ifthey
sh im · th
'd die.

for election
Campaigners push to inform
MICHAEL SALERNO
•,

la

Breaking
news on
yourcell

CFF ARCHIVE

UCF has adhered by the law that requires students to receive their textbook list with their schedules online since July 1, 2008.
, '
'

Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

HITT TO HOST OPEN
FORUM FOR STUDENT
QUESTIONS
.
UCF President John Hitt will be
hosting an open forum on Sept.30
from 11 :30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. in the
Cape Florida Ballroom of the
Student Union.All students are
welcome to attend.

LOCAL & STAT~A2

MAN SUES BAR FOR
SERVING HIM TOO
MANY DRINKS ·
A73-year-old Bradenton-area
man who crashed his motorized
scooter after too many drinks is
suing the bar that served him.
He is seeking more than
$15,000 in compensation.

MAN DROWNS WHILE
ATTEMPTING
BIRTHDAY BET

•
•
•
•

Authorities say a South Florida
man who bet $50 that he could
swim across a canal behind his
house drowned while
attempting the feat. His body
was found just after 4 a.m.
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bookkeeping
New _textbook policy stymiec;l
by poor communication
LAURA NEWBERRY
Contributing Writer

Lawmakers are helping
students save money by passing a new textbook provision
within the Higher Education
Opportunity Act. _
However, lack of commu-

nication between UCF students, professors, the on-campus bookstore and the offcampus competitors prevent
this new policy from really
doing its work.

The new textbook provision will make it
easier for students to find cheaper books.

It was only a matter of time
before officials attempted to
help decrease the amount of
money students pay out of
pocket for their textbooks.
With the annual average
expense of course supplies at
PLEASE SEE -OFF-CAMPUS ON A8

JontriblJ!ing Wri!er

On Thursday, students met some of the
candidates who may soon face the responsibility of deciding how to spend nearly $15
million of students' Activity and Service Fee
money.
The Student Government Association
Senate's meet-and-greet outside the Student
Union gave
students
a
More Coverage
chance
to
interact with Acomplete rundown of SGA
candidates to Senate hopefuls.
learn about
their
camplatpaign
forms and where they stand on issues
impacting the UCF community.
The event hosted a handful of the candidates for the Senate, which has 56 elected
seats across 13 different colleges and majors.
Greater support for student organizations
and more government transparency were
common themes among tb,e campaigners.
Tyler Rits, who is running for College of
Sciences Seat 9, wants to see less favoritism
toward select student organizations as well
as more money toward religious organizations and UCF's chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws.
He also expressed interest in developing a
service similar to Grub Taxi that would offer
students food delivery from local restaurants
during late nights.
''Drunk driving is a real problem at UCE"
he said ''.A lot of it is for fast food"

0

PLEASE SEE SUPPORT ON A7

Architecture program sets its foundation
JUAN-CARLOS SANABRIA

Regional Campuses. "University of South. Florida
has its program, but there
never was one for Central
Florida."
Students interested in
earning a master's degree
can look into the Universi- .
ty of Florida's College of
Design program based in
UCF's Center for Emerging Media in Downtown
Orlando. .
·
The long-awaited program, which was expected
to have 25 students but
ended up-with 41, has been
designed to emphasize the
integration of architectural
design with the natural

Contributing Writer

As of this semester,
Central Floridian wouldbe architects can earn a
bachelor of design in
architecture without ever
straying too far from
home.
UCF and Valencia
Community College have
teamed up to offer the
four-year degree, which
can be completed from
UCF's Valencia West campus location.
"The architecture program's been in planning
for over five years," said
Craig Tidwell, special programs manager for UCF

, -•

PLEASE SEE JOB ON A3
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Though the recession has caused a dip in ardtitecture jobs in the residential market, non-residential jobs are expected to grow.
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Hitt to take students'
questions about UCF
President John Hitt will
be talcing students' questions on any facet of UCF
on Thursday. Held on an
annual basis, the Hitt open
forum allows students to
interact with the university's president.

Fall 2010 Career Expo offers
opportunities to students
Beginning Tuesday, the
Fall 2010 Career Expo will
take place in the Arena._
Representatives from
various employers will be
available for questions and
resume reviews.
The career expo is only
open to current students
and alumni of UCF.
Men are required to
wear professio nal attire.
Suits are preferred, along
with appropriate footwear.
Women are required to
wear professional skirts or
pantsuits and appropriate
shoes.
Any students wearing
casual attire will not be
permitted entrance to the
event.
Up-to-date resumes are
also highly recommended

Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Man crashes scooter, sues bar
for giving too many drinks
The Bradenton Herald
reports John Wasko of
M anatee filed a lawsuit
this week against The
Oasis, saying the bar
should have stopped giving him drinks.
Bar owner Brenda Cays
said she's unaware of the
lawsuit but that her staff
stops serving when necessary.
She says she's driven
patrons home and paid for
taxis for drunk customers.

Intoxicated, man drowns
swimming across canal
The Broward County
Sheriff's Office said in a
press release that Timothy
Jordan of Dania Beach had
been celebrating his birthday when he announced
the bet.
He would have turned
46 on Tuesday.
Deputies say Jordan
was drunk w hen he
stripped down to his boxer
shorts and jumped into the

.
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It took more than a quarter of
a century of forest exploration

September 27, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 58 • 14 Pages

Uncovering a mystery
Anthropologists map ancient Mayan landscape
MEISHA PERRIN

and on-the-ground mapping for
UCF anthropologists Arlen and
Diane Chase to finally see
through the dense jungle of their
Mayan excavation site in Caracol, Belize.
In just four days, a twinengine aircraft en route from the
University of Florida and
equipped with something of a
laser GPS system flew over the ·
Belizean canopy in April 2009
and revealed hidden archaeological features beneath it with
incredible accuracy, according
to the Chases, whose previous
MEISHA PERRIN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
maps provided a foundation for Je~ica High~ left,and Allison Matos showcase Matos'first-place winning presentation from
confirming the effectiveness of Apnl1 Showcase of Undergraduate Research Excellence Winner for Social S<iences II.
the technique.
The laser was able to pene- get the $170,000 funding for the ital elevation monitor to create
trate the 82-foot-high forest four-day process ofmapping the digital images of the site and
canopy from about 2,600 feet forest with LiDAR since previ- bring out 3-D aspects of all the
above the Mayan site, mapping it ous uses of remote-sensing termini and depressions.
Hightower has worked on
to a size nearly eight times the technology and imaging radar
area that had previously been from space proved incapable of understanding how Mayan landmapped from the ground, show- going below the canopy in the scape disturbances affect the
forest today and has been to ·the
ing a complete ancient Mayan 1990s.
''While this is ~nsive, it is site twice with the Chases. She
landscape, according to Archaeincredible how much area you looked for forest destruction,
ologi.cal Magazine.
Dubbed by archaeologists can cover in a short period of studied the · canopy, and
explored caves discovered and
across the world as possibly the time," Diane Chase said
Weishampel has been using mapped by LiDAR.
biggest discovery since carboli''The caves are my most
dating, this LiDAR sensing sys- the laser-scanning technique for
tem, as explained by biologist almost 15 years to study the exciting thing from last year,"
and UCF professor John F. canopy in Costa Rica and has she said as she described the
Weishampel, is based ·on the more recently led to his discov- "beautiful cave formations," artiidea of flying over a tree-covered ery of 61 potential caves, some facts and human bones she
site and using light from a laser which go as deep as 260 feet, at encountered. ''We were possibly
the only people in there in the
pointer to map the details of the the Caracol site.
"Caves ,are little hot spots for last 1,000 years," she said
earth's surface by counting the
Matos and Hightower were
photons that get through the biodiversity," he said
This breakthrough project most impressed by the terrace
leaves and hit the ground
While previous satellite and has allowed for interdisciplinary agriculture that showed up in
IKONOS color band images of studies at UCF, as biology stu- the LiDAR imagery, which they
the ~ e area in Caracol showed dents Jessica Hightower and mentioned was probably the
nothing but trees, LiDAR data Allison Matos have done their most effective way to maintain a
shows that almost all of the own research on the site in con- stable harvest on the mountainCaracol landscape beneath the junction with Weishampel, their ous, and at times flooded, terrain
inCaracoL
trees had been altered by the mentor, and the Chases.
Matos placed first in the
LiDAR is going to be used in
Mayans in order for them to sustain and feed more than llS,000 Showcase of Undergraduate all tropical areas across the
inhabitants, a peak estimate by Research Excellence Wmners world because it is the first time
for Social Sciences II in April for archaeologists can actually see
the Chases.
''It shows the agricultural ter- her work with LiDAR at the what is on the ground, said~rleri.
Caracol site. She Chase, who believes it will now
races, it shows the road system,
has
also· be a necessary component for
it shows the settlement," Diane
worked
Chase said. "And in m\lch
aey ~logical woflc ~
with a wants to further his research in
greater detail than we could do
dig,- Caracol and -possibly e:qtand
with on-the-ground mapping."
Because of its accuracy,
into Guatemala.
LiDAR can be used in similar
The Chases also said that the
ways to a GPS and can lead
Airborne Terrain Mapper. as
archaeologists to an exact
it is sgmetimes called,
spot, according to Diane
should be used as quickly as possible given the
Chase.
rate at which deforIt took the Chases
five years to
estation is occurring.
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Opinions In the Future are those of the Individual
columnist and not necessarily those ofthe editorialstaff
or the Univet>ity administration. AR content is property
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part or in whole without permission from the pubrlSher.
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LET US KNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an article that will be published
this fall
Ifyou feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail u s at
News.CFF@gmail.com

•

•
•
•

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817

LOCAL WEATHER
Tuesday

TODAY IN DETAIL
today Today:V
ariablecloudswithscat-

High: s1°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 73°

T-STORMS
High:87°

Wednesday

SCATTERED tered showers and thunderstorms,

Low:74°

mainly in theafternoon. Humid.
WindsSat 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Thunderstormslikely in
theevening..

High:ss0

SCATTEREDSTORMS Low: 74°

One free copy of the Central Florida Future
·permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our officewith
prior ~pprovalfor $1 each. Newspaper theft
1s a mme. V"rolators may be subject to civil
and crimi!lal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Job market for architects expected to grow
FROM

Al

environment.
"Students· should look
forward to work based
around environmental
design and sustainability,"
5$.d David Berland, coordinator and academic
adviser to the prqgram.
While the beginning of
the program emphasizes
theory, upper-level classes focus on an array of
approaches to architecture, from . the conventional to the progressive.
''One of the upperdivision classes spent one
and a half weeks designing a two-story research
library, while . another
upp~r'-division class studied Florida ecosystems,"
said Andrew Ray, professor and program chair at
Valencia West.· ''.Architects need a holistic
understanding. Drainage,
historical precedence,
structures. We have to
understand a little bit of
everything."
.
Sophomore Daniela:
Corrales completed a
year of general education
courses at UCF, but transferred to VCC when she
found out they offered a
pre-major for archite~ture.
Being able to get my
architecture associate in
· arts degree at VCC before
going to UCF will s:rve
me a lot of money, said
·
Corrales. ·
She liopes to work
right away, possibly on
high rises in New York
after she graduates.
Although the degree is
a bachelor of design. Tidwell said . the program,
which expects an additional 48 students next
fall, will prep~e students
for a variety of potential
careers.
"Theoretically, you
can pursue urban design
and planning, landscape

....
,:.

'

·-•.~
.?

'Theoretically,_
you can pursue
urban design
and planning,
landscape
design, m~seum
curator or
designing video
game
backgrounds.'
.
-ANDREW RAY
PROFESSOR AND PROGRAM CHAIR
AT VALENCIA WEST

ARCHITECTURE TIMELINE
ANCIENT EGYPT
3,050 BC to 900 BC In ancient Egypt, powerful rulers constructed monumental
pyramids, temples, and shrines.
CLASSICAL
850 BC to 476 AD From the rise of ancient Greece until the fall of the Roman
empire,great buildings were constructed according to precise rules.
EARLY CHRISTIAN AND MEDIEVAL
373 to 500 AD. European architecture moved from therectangular basilica fonns
to the classically inspired Byzantine style.
ROMANESQUE
500 to 1200 AD As Rome spread across Europe, heavier, stocky Romanesque
architecture with rounded arches emerged.
GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE
1100to 1450 AD Innovative builders created the great cathedrals of Europe.
RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE
1400to 1600 AD Areturn to dassical ideas ushered an "age of"awakening" in
Italy, France, and England
·

design, museum curator
BAROQUE ARCHITECTURE
or designing video game
backgrounds," he said.
1600 to 183,0 AD In Italy, the Baroque style is reflected in opulent and dramatic
Despite the recession's
churches with irregular shapes and extravagant ornamentation. In France,the
effect on residential and
highly ornamented Baroque style combines with Oassical restraint. Russian
some ~ommercial work,
aristocrats were impressed byVersailles in France,and incorporated Baroque
Ray said .new architects
ideas in.the building of St Petersburg. Elements of the elaborate Baroque style
can still find a job.
are found throughol!t Europe.
''.Architectural firms
have been struggling, but
ROCOCO ARCHITECTURE
there's still work . tq be
1650to 1790 AD During the last phase ofthe Baroque period,builders
found in commerci:u and
constructed graceful white·bui[dings with sweeping curves.
institutional design." Ray
said
AM~SICAN COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE
Architecture
firms
1600 to 1780 AD European settlers in the New World borrowed ideas from their
least affected · by the
homelands to create their own breed of architecture.
recession were those
involved in designing
GEORGIAN ARCHITECTURE
institutional buildings
1720 to 1800 AD Georgian was a stately, symmetrical style that dominated in
like schools, hospitals, . Great Britain arid Ireland and influenced building styles in the American
nursing homes and corcolonies.
·
rectional facilities.
The BLS notes that,
NEOCLASSICAL/ EEDERALIST / IDEALIST
during recessions, non1730 to 1925 AD Arenewed interest in ideas of Renaissance architect Andrea
residential construction
of office and retail space
falls significantly as funding becomes harder to demand for architects
obtain and the demand with
knowledge
of
"green" design will.also
for such spaces falls.
Tlie BLS's ·Monthly increase.
In Florida, the DepartLabor ·Review projects
that architecture occupa- ment of Labor estimates a
tions will grow by about demand for 6,440 archi10 percent within the next tects within the next six
eight years.
years, .signaling a 33 per·
At the same time, cent increase in demand.

.

Palladio inspired a return of classical shapes in Europe, Great Britain and the
United States.

GREEK REVIVAL ARCHITECTURE
1790 to 1850 AD These classical buildings and homes often feature columns,
pediments and other details inspired by Greek fonns. Antebellum homes in the
American south were often built in the Greek Revival style.
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE
1840 to 1900 AD Industrialization brought many innovations in architecture.
Victorian styles indude Gothic Revival, ltalianate,Stick, Eastlake, Queen Anne,
Romanesque and Second Empire.
ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT IN ARCHITECTURE
1860 to 1900 AD Arts and Crafts was a late 19th-century backlash against the
forces of indu~rialization.The Arts arid Crafts movement revived an interest in
handicrafts and sought a spiritual connection with the surrounding
enviro.nment,both natural and man made.The Craftsman Bungalow evolved
from the Arts and Crafts movement.
ART NOUVEAU ARCHITECTURE
1890to 1914AD Known as the NewStyle,Art Nouveau was first expressed in
fabrics and graphic design.The style spread to architecture and furniture in the
18905.Art Nouveau buildings often have asymmetrical shapes,arches and
decorative sµrfaces with curved, plant-like designs.
BEAUX ARTS ARCHITECTURE
1895 to 1925 AD Also known as Beaux Arts Classicism,Academic aassicism,or
aassical Revival, Beaux Arts architecture is characterized by order,symmetry,
fonnal design,grandiosity,and elaborate ornamentation.
NEO-<iOllUC ARCHITECTURE
1905 to 1930 AD In the early twentieth century, medieval Gothic ideas were
applied to modem skyscrapers.
ART DECO ARCHITECTURE
1925 to 1937 AD Zigzag patterns and vertical lines create dramatic effect on
jazz-age, Art Deco buildings.
20TH CENTURY TRENDS IN ARCHITECTURE
1900 to Present.The century has seen dramatic changes and astonishing
diversity.Twentieth century trends include Art Modeme and the Bauhaus school
coined by Walter Gropius, Deconstructivism, Fonnalism, Modernism,
Structuralism,and Postmodemism.
- ARCHITECTURE.ABOUT.COM

.

The Unrelen11in9 and Ylirulen1 Ha1red of 1he Arabs
WIIII peace ewer be poss11111e ·under ~hose condHllons1
After more than s_ixty years of statehood, Israel is a lone outpost of Western civilization and its values. It is the
staunchest ally of the Unit€d States in that part of the world - a bulwark of democracy. The Arab nations
~urrounding it are a swamp of terrorism, corruption, dictatorship, and human enslavement. But the hatred of
the Arabs· against Israel and against all Jews is so abiding and so virulent that peace, at least for the foreseeable .
future, seems unattainable and most unlikely.
·
·

·II•

GARDENS OPEN AT 6:00 PM
Bring a blanket or chairs and dinner picnic basket;
Hot dogs, sausage, popcorn & drinks for sale.

What are the facts1

distributed drug-laced chewing gum and candy to kill
No "sacrifice" will overcome the hatred. There are
children and to make women sexually corrupt. The
those who still believe that the never-ending conflict
Jews (Israelis) are being accused of having introduced
lietween the Arabs and the Jews could be settled if the
foot-and-mouth disease in the Middle East. The ageIsraelis were willing to bring greater "sacrifices for
old calumny·of Jews using the blood of Christian and
peace." ·s uch "sacrifices" would
·
Muslim children in order to bake their Passover
include. relinquishing evermatzos is alive and well in
larger portions of their tiny "Israel's only course.. .is to assume Arab
publications.
country (less than half the size its previous stance of unflinching Translations of Adolf Hitler's
of San Bernardino County in
"Mein Karripf' and the
deterrence...and not to be
California) to the Palestinians,
"Protoco1s of the EIders of
dismantling the "settlements" inhibited...to preempt resolutely Zion" are steady best-sellers in
in Judea/Samaria (the "West if it appears necessary to assure all Arab countries. Among
Ba.nk"), handing the Golan
other malevolent fabrications,
Heights to Syria, and allowing . · survival of the country."
it accuses "international
the "return of the refugees," a - - - - - - - - - - - - Jewry" pf "limitless ambition,
group that has grown miraculo1:1sly from about
inexhaustible greed, and hatred beyond
500,000 to somewhere around 5 million. The
imagination." Schools, streets and plazas are named
after notorious murderers of Jews.
.absorption of ·even a substantial fraction of them
would signify. the demographic end of the Jewish
In the controlled Arab press, Holocaust denial and
states.
accusation of the Zionists having been in cahoots·
Israel, ill-advisedly, vacated Gaza. It was rewarded
with the ·German Nazis are regular features. Egypt's
with daily barrages of Qassam rockets. In the north,
government-sponsored Al Akhbar newspaper has
after Israel had abandoned its .southern Lebanon
expressed fervent thanks to Adolf Hitler for· having
buffer zone, Hizbollah (the "Army of God") launched
taken advance revenge on the "vilest criminals on the
the second "Lebanon War." It must now be clear to
face of the earth." Still, it berated him for not having
even the most confirmed "doves" that nothing that
been thorough enough in his task of extermination.
Israel could do, any further "sacrifice" that Israel
The Arabs do not consider Israel a normal country,
wo.uld be prepared to bring, would satisfy the Arabs.
but a creation of the devil, an excrescence, a
The sad but irrefutable conclusion is that only the
malignant force of aggressors, murderers, infidels
complete disappearance of Israel, the excision of this
and barbarians. It should be destroyed, for the glory
"cancer'' could satisfy the Arabs and most of the
of God, no matter what sacrifices -that might entail.
Muslim world.
Mortal hatred against Israel and against the Jews is
Mortal hatred and the "Big Lie." The "Big Lie,"
taught to Arab ·children from the very first grade.
invented by the notorious Joseph Goebbels of Nazi
Children are encouraged to sacrifice themselves as
infamy, is a mainstay of Arab hatred and propaganda.
martyrs and to b€come suicide bombers and human·
In Egypt and Jordan (the two Arab countries
missiles, with promises that Paradise with
technically' at peace with Israel), governmentunimaginable pleasures· awaits those who sacrifise
controlled news sources published that Israel had
themselves in the holy cause of killing Jews.

•
•

••
•

This bottomless hatred, a hatred that pervades the Arab world in all strata of society and is incessantly
fomented by Arab governments, including those supposed to be "at peace" with Israel, cannot be assuagecl by
negotiation or by making any furttier "sacrifices·for peace." Nothing will suffice, except the destruction of
Israel. The Arab states, having been unable in over sixty years and in many wars to defeat and exterminate the
Jews, are now feverishly arming themselves with "conventional weapons" (easily purchased from the West,
including, sad to say, from the United States), and are ardently pursuing the development of weapons of mass
annihilation. Just as the suicide bombers do not vacillate to sacrifice themselves, one can safely expect that,
once in-possession of such weapons, the Arabs will not hesitate to sacrifice- millions of their own people in
ord~r to destroy Israel. Israel's onlY. course ip the face of this aln:iost Gertain ptospect is to assume its previous
stance of unflinching deterrence and, as it once did in the destruction ·of the Iraqi atomic reactor at Osirak in
1981, not to be inhibited by "international opinion" to preempt resolutely if it appears necessary to assure
survival of the country.
This message has been published and paid for by
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Students choose grad school despite cost
LAUREN SLYGH
Contributing Writer

Congressional representatives, teachers and
students alike typically
share a common belief: A
higher education is the
key to success.
In a competitive job
market where the national
unemployment rate was
9.6 percent and Florida's
unemployment rate was
11.7 percent, as reported
by the state, some students are opting to stay in
school to earn a master's
degree.
However,
achieving
that higher education can
be hindered by financial
issues, and the state of the
economy only makes it
more difficult.
"I have Stafford loans
now, but nothing as far as
scholarships," said graduate student Dylan Wieber.
"Thankfully the school
gave me a tuition waiver
so it helps a little."
Wieber received his
bachelor's degree in computer science at UCF and
is in his first year of graduate school for interactive
entertainment at UCF's
Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy.
For Wieber, the question of whether a graduate
degree is useful can be
easily answered.
"Yes, the extra education will help when trying
to find a job above my
competitors who only
have· a bachelor's degree,"
he said.
Carmela
Denero,
another student in the
same program, agreed~
"Obtaining your master's allows you to stay
competitive in the job
market since many college
students are graduating
and entering the job market with a bachelor's
degree," DeNero, who got
a bachelor's ·in creative

•

•
•

•

•

1
writing, said.
Wieber and DeNero
are two of 8,205 graduate
and professional students
currently enrolled at UCF.
The tuition rate for a
graduate degree is $328.44
per credit hour, not
including other fees students may be subject to.
Multiply that by the 32
credit hours necessary for
a graduate degree and the
cost equals $10,510.08.
However, that figure
doesn't include cost of living and other expenses.
According to a report
released in August by the
U.S. Department of Education, "puplic institutions
reported an average price
of attendance of approximately $18,600 ·for in-state
students living on campus
and $27,700 for out-ofstate students living on
campus."
For DeNero the impact
of student loans will be

Congratulations to

less of a burden due to cir- would have the most influcumstances from her ence over their educationundergraduate degree.
their teachers.
"Students want to go to
"Since my undergrad
was paid for with scholar- grad school, but because
ships, I wasn't too worried the university is so big,
about ha~ing to take out they seem to lack the conloans for grad school," nections and they don't
DeNero said. "I did have to know how to ask for
take out a couple ofloans, encouragement," Logan
but at least my undergrad said. "Students need to
· trust that professors want
was fully paid for."
Regardless of the finan- to mentor them towards
cial aspect, many educa- graduate school."
Aside from gaining an
tors still encourage their
students to continue with edge on job competition,
their education after com- Logan sees continued edupleting their undergradu- cation as having even
ate degree.
more benefits.
"More education is just
UCF English graduate
professor Lisa Logan has better. Graduate students
noticed that students are are committed to the
overwhelmed by the posi- learning process, and they
tive and negative factors pursue goals with vitality,"
that could decide whether Logan said. "Education as
or not they decide to pur- vocational training is not
sue a graduate degree.
the only reason to educate
Logan said it's vital that yourself. More l~arning
students take advantage of gives you more time to
the advice from those who examine your direction."

Melissa Blette

for winning a $10,000

Business Scholarship.

•·-----------------------------·
Golden Key is the world's premier collegiate honor society, leading the way
in Academics, Service and Leadership. Membership is by invitation only.

PHOTOS BY ALEX SCHIERHOLTZ / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Meghann Vevera, 22, is getting her master's in Marriage and Family Therapy
through UCF's graduate studies program.
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UCF researchers examine nursing-home care
AMANDA DASHER
Contributing Writer

~CF researchers are
authors of a new book that
they hope will make an
impact on students and
the natioIL
This month, the Johns
Hopkins University Press
published the book,
Improving the Quality of
Care in Nursing Homes, a
guide for long-term care
facilities on how to
improve quality and efficiency.
Thomas T.H. Wan, professor of public affairs and
associate
dean
for
research in the College of
Health and Public Affairs,
said nursing homes have
been put under pressure
because of the government's reductions in Medicaid support.
"If they want to survive
with the situation, they've
got to enhance efficiency
and quality; that's the message," he said.
The book is, collection of research and articles the authors compiled
over the years.
The researchers, who
include Ning Jackie
Zhang, associate professor
in the College of Health
. and Public Affairs; Lynn
Unru4, associate professor of health management
and informatics; and the
late ' Dr. Gerald-Mark
Breen, in addition to Wan,
gathered
information
from more than 17,000
nursing homes in the
country.
They analyzed what
worked and what did not
work to determine how to
improve the facilities in
what Wan called an "evidence-based approach."
The team received a
grant from the National
Institutes of Health in
2003, which enabled them
to conduct their largescale analysis oflong-term
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care facilities throughout
the county.
'We have a distinctive
reputation in this area,
long-term care research,"
Wan said.
Since the quality and
regulations in . nursing
homes are not only a local
concern, Zhang said, but
also a nationally debated
issue, he said he hopes
policy makers nationwide
will use the book.
"The Obama administration is talking about the
same thing," he said. ''.A lot
of people say the govern-

ment controls too much,
other people say we
should give the free market to our health care and
let them compete. Which
way is better, that's the
huge picture."
Not only do the authors
say they hope to have a
national audience, but
they also say they hope to
help students at UCF who
are interested in longterm care.
''.Actually there's a lot of
students that are interested in it [the book]," Unruh
said. "Some of our own

students here at UCF
might be able to use it in
the long-term care classes
we teach here. It's a good
book for students."
One ofthe four contributors to the book did not
get to see the final product; Breen died in March
and was granted his Ph.D.
posthumously.
Wan said Breen was a
research assistant and
associate who had been
involved with the project
team for the last two
years.
He was involved in the

collection of the articles
and much of the organizing and rewriting of the
book, Unruh said.
"It's kind of a sad, sad
piece of it that he can't
enjoy his work," she said. ·
As of now, Wan is
working on a national
study of rural clinics using
a
similar
research
approach to the one used
in the nursing home study.
Zhang and Unruh said
they will apply for a grant
to continue their study of
long-term care facilities ~
and said they hope to

eventually come out with
a second book.
The book would focus
on the introduction of
technology into nursing
homes, the improvement
of the financial performances of nursing homes
and the resources available in a community to
keep people out of nursing
homes.
"It's one way to reduce
the cost of health care and
provide the patients a better quality of life," Zhang
said, of keeping care in the
community.

•
•
•
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Professor's cool-down research a hot number
SALO STEINVORTZ

the most innovative works
being
conducted
in
MMAE," said Louis Chow,
Laptops, smart phones interim chair of MMAE
and game consoles and associate dean for
they've become a part of research and administraour everyday lives, but tion. "This project is very
overuse can lead to prob- innovative because it has
lems.
been tested numerous
In an effort to remedy times in the past, but it
those problems, one UCF never had success."
professor has received a
His project seeks to use
$300,000 grant to use electrochemical processes
toward research on a prod- to enhance the conductiviuct that will help lower the ty of alloys (any substance
temperature of electronics, having a metal composienabling them to work tion in it) at high temperalonger and more efficiently. tures.
Quanfang Chen, a proThe project, referred to
fessor in the Mechanical, as BiSn/CNT nanocomMaterials and Aerospace posite, consists of creating
Engineering Department, a "chip" that will help
received the notice earlier reduce the temperature of
this month that his electronics.
research on the thermal
The high temperature is
conductivity of carbon . caused by the fast movecomposites would receive ment of electrons that
the grant from the National make electronics reach
Science Foundation.
unfavorable temperatures.
"This research is one of
. "This is a highly transContributing Writer

formative research that can
have amazing results in the
future, not just for electronics, but also for people,"
Chen said. "The applications of the novel
BiSn/CNT nanocomposite
could create new jobs and
business opportunities for
UCF students, as well as
students all over the country. The finished product
could also assist to the
recovery of the U.S. economy."
The production process
for the chip will take place
at Chen's MEMS and
Nanomaterials lab at UCF
and at UCF's Ager Microfabrication lab, a user facility within the College of
Engineering.
The finished project
could have a major historical impact on advanced,
high-power electronics
including cars, airplanes,
and even aerospace vehicles.

But before it gets there,
Chen had to draft up a
pitch.
He first proposed the
project March 1 of this year,
after which it was selected
out oflO projects proposed
by other individuals and
companies.
Due to the small size
and lack of general understanding in the science
branch of nanomaterials
and
nanoengineering,
Chen wants to integrate
the proposed research into
teaching activities in nanomaterials and nanoscience
technology.
He hopes to create new
courses and facilitate the
integration of research and
education for UCF students interested in engineering, math and physics.
As part of the proposal
he had to draft up to win
the NSF award, he had to
include how it would also
improve student learning

during the three years
throughout which he
would be receiving the
funding.
The education plan
includes:
•Plans to develop a new
graduate course titled
"Synthesis of Nanomaterials" that will enhance the
curriculum on nanotechnology for the community
atUCF.
• Improve and enrich
several undergraduate and
graduate courses including
EML 5290: Introduction of
Micro-Electro-Mechanical-systems (MEMS) and
Microfabrication,
EML
6296: MEMS Mechanism
and Design and EML 6297: ,
MEMS Characterization.
The findings fro~ the proposed research will be
incorporated into these
existing courses to allow
students access to advancements in nanomaterials
and nanoengineering.

•The proposed research
will provide both graduate
and undergraduate students with opportunities to
participate in lucrative
research projects. Two
graduate student research
assistants and at least one
undergraduate stud~fff are
expected to be directly
involved in the proposed
research during each year
of the proposed three-year
period.
Chen is also trying to
spark interest in middle
school and high school students by working with
local school programs to
implement nanoscience
and nanotechnology into
the curriculums.
"This is transformative
technology that will trigger
research and development,
as well as production to
benefit society by increasing and promoting a better
quality of living for all of
us:' Chen said

Lusk says vast elections experience makes him right for job
FROM

Al

The conversation took
place after she was notified
that she would not be a part
of Lusk's group running for
Senate.
The
College
Republicans had also voted
to not endorse the ticket
before the phone call was
made.
According to Lusk, the
phone call was made to
make a point and everything had already been
decided.
A week after the phone
conversation, Lusk was
notified that a campaign
violation was filed against
him.
At the elections commission hearing, a record-

ing of Lusk's conversation
with the vice chairman was
submitted as evidence. Her
boyfriend had also been listening and submitted his
testimony.
Florida law requires that
individuals recording others over the telephone notify the other party of the
recording.
"Nothing could ever
progress with my argument
that it was done illegally
because of the fact that the
words 'you are being
recorded' is heard crystal
clear on the audio tape,"
Lusk said.
Lusk said that he did not
hear anyone tell him that he
was being recorded
Lusk's defense also

involved his girlfriend, who
had been present during
the conversation.
The president of the
College Republicans also
submitted testimony in
Lusk's defense, explaining
that no bribery had taken
place.
As no money was ever
exchanged, bribery violations could not have taken
place, Lusk said.
His appeal to the Judicial
Council was not accepted
on the grounds that the
Senate hearing had not violated any procedures.
Lusk believes his case
would have been handled
differently in a non-university institution.
"That's something that

we take for granted in the
American justice system,"
Lusk said. "You have to
know the evidence being
used against you to defend
yourself in a court oflaw:•
"If you type my name
into Google, bnbery comes
up," he said. "Not honorable or distinguished senator, even though that's what
I fought for for three years.
It's upsetting:'
Lusk, appointed by Student Government Association President Michael Kilbride, was confirmed by a
unanimous vote in the
Elections and Appointments Committee.
The SGA Senate then
confirmed Lusk with 33 for
and 1 against.

Lusk personally contributed to section 605.ll of
bill 42-44, which provided
new rights to accused senators. Included in these are
the ability to review evidence before a hearing and
the cross-examination of all
witnesses that testify.
Bill 42-44 was authorized in April.
"I feel that nobody else
could be more qualified to
be in the elections commission because I've been in
six elections," Lusk said.
''1bree of them I was a candidate in, four of them I was
a manager of, and I've never
lost one. Even after being
accused ofbribery last year,
I still won.
"I know elections very

well, and that's why I got
this position:•
In a statement released
by SGA, Kilbride said "Mr.
Lusk was chosen to serve in
this role because h~ has
been actively involved in
the elections process as a
student for the past year.
"He has shown that he
cares to make the process
more transparent and fair
for all students who chose
to participate in student
elections."
"I would say that everyone makes mistakes, and I
think and I hope that he's
learned from his," Cooper
said "If he has and he's
doing good things on the
elections commissio~ then
I'm proud ofhim."

Looking for a JOB in Engineering, Science,
- . ..
TechnolOgy or Math?
.
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Support for organizations common platform
FROM

A1

A double major in political science and psychology,
Rits is involved with the
Honors College, LEAD
Scholars and the Philanthropic Committee of Delta
Upsilon. He also lobbied in
the Hawaii Capitol when he
was involved in his high
school's student government
He said he shares a similar platform with Sarah
Waters, one of two candidates for College of Health
& Public Affairs Seat 5.
Waters is a . legal studies
major whose involvement
include's treasurer of Phi
Alpha Delta and the Mock
Trial Team.
She proposed putting a
bimonthly report online so
students can see where the
money are being spent, as
well as the idea of placing
suggestion boxes on campus to encourage students
to bring their ideas forward
Senate President Pro
Tempore Josh Miller is serving his third term on College
of Arts & Humanities Seat
4, looking toward extending
his run to a fourth.
He said he sees an advantage in serving on the legislative branch through
being able to working with
multiple issues impacting
the UCF community.
.
''I love working with the
[registered student organizations] personally;' he said
"You work with numerous
different issues."
Many of the candidates
are running unopposed due
to a low number of declarations of candidacy.
'We're the largest student body in Florida, but for
Senate, there's no competition," said Rachel Brill. who
is running for a second term
on College of Undergraduate Studies Seat 2.
Brill. an interdisciplinary
studies major, is running to
increase awareness of the

•
•
•

major through initiatives
such as the foundation of an
interdisciplinary studies
club. She acknowledged
very few people stopped to
talk to her during the meet
and greet because of a lack
in awareness ofwhat IDS is
about
Peter Evangelista, a psychology major running for
College of Sciences Seat 7, is
also running unopposed,
but he said he still wishes to
get his face known through
active campaigning.
"I'm just continuing to
campaign and campaign
strong," he said "If I see
someone run against me, I'll
have to step up."
Despite the overwhelming majority of unopposed
candidates, the races for
seven seats face opposition.
The most contested race
is for College of Sciences
Seat 2, in which three candidates are running. One of
the candidates in that race,
Tyler Smith. attended the
meet and greet.
Smith, an active member
and former president of the
UCF chapter ofNORML, is
running to advocate for student rights and free speech
on campus.
The former senator said
he wants to meet with every
organization represented by
the College of Sciences to
give them a say in his platform.
'When I met with [student organization leaders],
they said, We never met our
senator before;" he said
Smith thinks
even
though candidates may say
they are for more involvement for students, they do
not follow through when
elected He urged students
to make informed decisions
when they vote.
"We hope people don't
vote based on pizza," he
said, referring to the free
pizza given out by SGA candidates during elections.
Thomas Hellinger, run-

SGA SENATE CANDIDATES
Arts & Humanities

Seat 5 - Sarah Feasel; Sarah Emily Waters

Seat 1 - Clarice Warrick
Seat 2 - Joseph Bishop
Seat3Seat 4 - Joshua Miller

Seat 1- Kyle Besley
Seat 2 - Rachel Brill

Education

Medicine
Seat 1- Fernando Gonazalez
Seat 2 - Daralys Lopez

Nursing
Seat 1- Mary Roberts
Seat 2 - Anthony King

Seat 1- Chelsea Roman; Brooke Sheetz
Seat 2 - Abbe Sander; Sydney Shapiro
Seat 3 - Wes Jones
Seat 4 - Eric Katz

Hospitality Management

Sciences
Seat 1- Jordan Land
Seat 2 - Jill Ginsberg; Melissa Dangler; Tyler Smith
Seat 3 - Darren Kaplan
Seat 4 - Michael Burzynski; Arielle Bardzell
Seat 5 - Samantha Krantz
Seat 6 - Rebecca Bormel
Seat 7 - Peter Evangelista
Seat 8 - Lauren Evans
Seat 9 - Tyler Rits; Dylan Stafne
Seat 10 - Kristine Rowsey

Seat 1- Erica Adamo
Seat 2 - Rebecca Cohen
Seat 3 - Jereme Pozin

Engineering
Seat 1 Seat 2 Seat 3 Seat 4 Seat 5 -

Caitie Shields
Patricia AuBuchon
Michael Altfield
Thomas Hellinger; Alejandro Caicedo
Drew Pope

Regional Campus
Seat 1- Roman Compte
Seat 2 - Santiago Ossa

Business Administration
Seat 1- Matthew Patterson
Seat 2 - Samantha Friefeld
Seat 3 - Michael Moesch
Seat 4 - Luiz Centenaro
Seat 5 - Rhodane Brown
Seat 6 - Jason Khiani
Seat 7 - Alan Hardman
Seat 8 - Jason Bryant

Health & Public Affairs
Seat 1- Cortez Whatley
Seat 2 - Maggie Gilson
Seat 3 - Brittany Lane
Seat 4 - Erica Desanti

ning for College of Engineering Seat 4 on the Student Unity Movement ticket, is also interested in
supporting students' rights.
He believes programs
offered by UCF should not
be eliminated without consent from students and faculty and that students
should be able to vote on the
imposition of fees.
"I think all these students
have as much of a say in this
college as the administra-

Undergraduate Studies

tion," he said. 'We're all a
part of this campus."
Other candidates hope
to see impact in different
areas.
Arielle Bardzell, running
for College of Sciences Seat
4, said she wants to create
an awareness of organizations that are not well
known to students on campus.
Her opponent, Michael
Burzynski. said he wants to
look at ways to lessen the

Graduate Studies
SeatlSeat 2 - Sergio Tafur
Seat3Seat4Seat5Seat6Seat7Seat 8 - Yuan Chang

Undeclared
Seat 1- Evan Weiss

financial burden of attending college, such as the cost
of textbooks.
Roman Compte and Santiago Ossa, who represent
the regional campuses, said
they want to implement
more resources from the
main campus at regional
campuses, which Compte
said accounts for 10 per<;ent
of the student body.
'½. lot of regional campus
students ate separated from
UCF;' Ossa said

Michael Altfield, who is
running for Engineering
Seat 3 and recently made
headlines for bicycling _from
Tybee Island, Ga., to San
Francisco to raise green
awareness, presented a simpler priority at the meet and
greet.

''My biggest point is getting people to vote;' he said
Voting for the main elections will open Monday at 8
a.m. and close Wednesday
at5p.m.
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public four-year colleges
for 2009-10 coming in at
$1,112, according to the
College Board, lawmakers
responded by passing a
provision that requires the
International Standard
Book Number and the
retail price of each textbook to be listed within
the online and printed
course schedules. Colleges
were required to meet
these standards by July 10,
2010.

Having the ISBNs readily available within the
course schedules allows
students more time to find
the cheapest textbook
options available before
classes start. These alternatives include websites
like eBay and Amazon,
rental sites such as Chegg,
and competing off-campus
bookstores.
Paul Viau, associate
university registrar, stated
that before the ISBNs were
provided within the
.course schedule, students
were required to either
obtain textbook information via individual professors or through the bookstore. According to Viau,
UCF has been in compliance with the ,new policy
since July 1, 2008, because
Florida state legislation
put the textbook policy in
writing two years prior to
the newly instituted federal law.
Now students can
either use a link in myUCF
that will take them directly to their list of textbooks,
or go to the on-campus
bookstore website to enter
their class information and
retrieve prices and ISBNs.
Uie link on myUCF,
however, is difficult for
students to find.
"The only reason I
know how to fmd it is
because so many students
would come in and ask

Cff ARCHIVE

By law, students must get their International Standard Book Numbers posted with their schedules online. But lack of communication between on- and off-campus bookstores overshadows the policy's success.

how they could get a list of
their textbooks", said
Amelia Soura, a former
employee of the on-campus Barnes and Noble. "It's
defmitely not in an obvious location on the site."
To locate the link, students must go through
three different versions of
their course schedules.
Once on the correct page,
a tiny gray box above the
schedule reads "Clickhere
to order your textbooks
now." Once the link is
clicked, the UCF Barnes
and Noble website pops
up with the corresponding
ISBNs and retail prices, as
well as an option to order

the books via the site.
When questioned as to
why this link was so difficult to fmd, Viau responded "this is the first I've
heard of such difficulty. If
we don't hear back from
the student, we assume
everything is okay."
Once students fmally
have their ISBNs in hand,
they have the option to
take their business to one
of the off-campus textbook competitors. But
conflicts arise due to the
poor
correspondence
between the Barnes and
Noble on-campus bookstore and their competitors.

''Within 72 hours of the
professor ordering . the
book they have chosen for
their class, the on-campus
bookstore
is
legally
required to send the
ISBNs to us", Kristen
Drew, textbook manager·
at Gray's College Bookstore, said. "It's kind of a
battle to make sure we get
the ISBNs in time. We can
complain all we want, but
we usually have to fmd a
back-way to get the information".
Such
"back-ways"
include e-mailing the professors themselves and
contacting the UCF business office.

Drew also commented
on the manner in which
professors choose their
textbooks.
"Some
professors
choose to order books or
online components from
publishers that have an
exclusivity
contract
between themselves and
the on-campus bookstore,
so students are forced to
buy these products from
the school bookstore,"
Drew said.
Thus, even if students
seek their textbook ISBNs
ahead of time through
myUCF, they are left with
no option as to where they
can purchase their books.

"We'll be honest with
the students, because we
want them to be educated
on their purchases:' Drew
said. "Students should
communicate with their
professors so in tlie fq.ture
they can make better
choices. when choosing
their textbooks."
Sophomore
English
major .Whitney Jones
expressed her discontentment with the manner in
which textbook policies
are handled
'We are at the mercy of
the UCF bookstore," Jones
said. "They are making a
profit and protecting that
profit."
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KANSAS STATE 17 UCF 13

UCFlets
game slip
•
awaym
last seconds
CARLOS PINEDA
Football beat writer

CHARLIE RIEDEL / ASSOCIATEDPRESS

Aubrey Quarles goes into the end zone untouched after a 58-yard touchdown strike from Carson Coffman as part of Kansas State's 14-pointfourth quarter.

Late collapse
squanders
dominance,
early success

FUN FACTS
Game changer
The Wildcats became the first team
to score on the Knights in the fourth
quarter this season, when they put
up 14 in the final frame.

Reggie, Reggie!
Reggie Weams, who had one
interception coming into this season,
picked off a pass fur the second
consecutive week.

DANNY AIELLO
Sports Editor

When UCF (2-2) and
Kansas State (4-0) kicked
off at 12:10 p.m. Saturday,
both teams came out flat.
Each team went threeand-out, and then nature
decided it was time for a re·
do.
.
After an almost 90minute lightning delay, in
which the storms looked so
dastardly it seemed more
likely Dorothy would
return to Kansas before
football, the teams were
back on the field and ready
to play football under sunny
skies.

Nothing but time
Although the Knights had a
.commanding lead in time of
possession, holding on to the ball for
nearly 37 minutes, the Wildcats still
managed to come away victorious.
CHARLIE RIEDEL / ASSOCIATED PRESS

In his second start, freshman quarterback Jeff Godfrey struggled against the Kansas
State defense, completing 44 percent of his passes and throwing two interceptions.

UCF made the most of
the second chance, taking
complete command on the
game for 59 minutes, 30 seconds.

But in those waning seconds, the Knights fell apart.
Kansas State quarterPLEASE SEE

On second thought
· Of Kansas State's six first-half

possessions, five ended with punts
and one ended with an interception.
In the second half, the Wildcats
scored on three of their seven
possessions.

WILDCATS ON A10

The UCF football team
had it nearly under control.
They contained Doak
Walker and Maxwell
Award candidate Daniel
Thomas.
As a matter of fact, the
Knights (2-2) held the
Kansas State running back
to 76 yards on the ground,
far below his average ofl84
yards per game.
However, . it · wasn't
Thomas who beat UCF,
but instead it was Wildcats' (4-0) quarterback
Carson Coffman. ·
With
24
seconds
remaining in the game,
Coffman faked the pitch
and saw the open lane,
running 7 yards to score
the clinching touchdown.
The Knights allowed a
game they had dominated
slip away 17-13 on Saturday
afternoon at Bill Snyder
Family Stadium.
In a game that UCF was
consistently in control of, it
was on the scoreboard that
the Knights failed to take
advantage.
Following a lightning
delay of one hour, 26 minutes, redshirt junior Ronnie Weaver scored on a 8yard run to give the
Knights a 7-0 lead late in
the first quarter.
Weaver had a significant role on the UCF run
game, carrying the ball 22
times for a career-high 130
yards and a touchdown.
This was his second
career 100-yard game; his
first was against SMU in
2008.
Weaver was named the
starter, his first start of the
season.
Looking to shock
Kansas State crowd, the
Knights marched down
the field to the Kansas
State 29-yard line on their
next possession, but freshman quarterback Jeff Godfrey threw his first career
interception, ending any
chance of picking up any
points.
Godfrey completed 8 of
18 passes for 92 yards and
PLEASESEE DESPITE ON A11

Cross country

.UCF victorious in final home meet of season
DANNY AIELLO
Sports Editor

•
•
•
•

The 2010 Knight Attack
Invitational was run in terrible conditions, with the
course flooded from heavy
rains and storms looming.
But the Knights prevailed, taking first place
with 29 team points and had
six of their runners finish in
the top 10.
· With the victory at the
Knight Attack, UCF has won
both of its home meets for
the second year in a row.
''I saw promise and
progress today;• coach Paul
Brown said in a release. "I
told the team beforehand
that I wanted us to go out
and run hard and run fast.
We went out and defended
our turf and that is always a
good thing."

Senior Ocean Cohen
once again paved the way
for the Knights, beating her
personal best by more than
seven seconds at 18:53.84.
Webber's Juline Brice finished the race first, posting a
time of 18:08.02. In second
was Rollins' Justine Falcone
who held off Cohen, who
settled for third by three
seconds.
The other top scorer for
-the Knights was sophomore
Alyssa Franks, with a time of
19:29.19, taking fifth and
beating her personal record
by 20 seconds.
"It was a very good day
with some great times;• said
head coach Caryl Smith
Gilbert in a release. "Everyone improved their times,
which is exciting to see that
we are moving in the right
direction going forward."

CfF ARCHIVE

For the second straight season, the UCF cross country team has won both of their home meets. Led by senior Ocean Cohen, the
Knights are poised for success.

--- - -------~---------- - --
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Conference USA title the only salve for struggling squad
2-43. ·
It's UCF's record
against schools from the
BCS conferences since
1996.
And it's bad.
There can be no more
moral victories.
The "coulcla, woulcla,
shoulda's" are weighing on
everyone from students to
alumni to players.
There are many things
that could be said about
Saturday's loss to Kansas
State. That the Knights
outplayed the Wildca~ in
almost every facet of the
game for almost the entire
game. That the defense
held one of the nation's
premier running backs to
76 yards and controlled
the Wildcats offense in
general That two missed
field goals, one that was a
chip shot at best, cost the
Knights a chance at knock-

STEVEN RVZEWSKI
StaffWriter

ing off a BCS opponent
from the Big 12. That, for
nearly the entirety of the
game, the Knights
appeared to be just plain
better.
But none ofit really
needs to be said.
Because it doesn't matter. The Wildcats get a
win, and the Knights get a
loss. It's really that simple.
At this point, blame is
irrelevant, though sometimes it helps.
Blame the kicker if you
like. Blame the coaching

the staff; blame the weather or blame God if it helps,
but none of it changes this:
2-43.
The Knights looked
good Saturday. They controlled the tempo, controlled the other team's
offense, and for the most
part, controlled the game.
They looked good
enough as to where most
would have to admit the
Knights blew it and the
WtJdcats reaped the
rewards.
It'd almost be exciting,
except as I mentioned earlier, there can be no more
moral victories. In a season where the possibilities
were plentiful, they've narrowed down now after losing to both BCS opponents.
There's one option now
for the Knights: go undefeated in conference play.

It's that simple. Go 8-0
in C-USA and finish 10-2.
And that still may not provide the relevance the
Knights could be on the
verge of had they held on
to win Saturday; or better
yet, had they come back
and beat NC State as well
Instead, they have to
hope that they can run
roughshod through conference play; and that by
doing so this season can
still be a success.
I've got news for you, a
record of 9-3 will not be an
improvement from last
year's 8-4. Sure, it is a statistical improvement of
one win. But with this
year's schedule as compared to last year's, which
featured Texas and Miami,
it's really not
A 10-win season can
make this season the success it was supposed to

have been, and this
Knights team is good
enough to do it Run
through the conference,
win the conference title,
and here's where the
Knights can bring it all full
circle and even vanquish
the agony of the losses to
Kansas State and NC State,
by beating a BCS opponent in a bowl. preferably
the Liberty Bowl
Finish the season 12-2.
The record against BCS
opponents would only
improve to 3-43.
But the Knights would
be on a one game winning
streak as far as that record
goes, going into next season, and that'd be something to be excited about
Because the Knights
are good, that's what I
don't want to be lost in all
of this. The fact that they
should be beating NC

State and Kansas State is
something in and of itself,
but so recently removed
from Saturday's loss, that
just feels like another
moral victory; and those
aren't acceptable anymore.
So let's hope the
Knights do what they're
capable of just win.
Wm 10 straight games,
conference championship
and bowl game included.
Why not? They're talented enough. Talent isn't
why they've blown two
games against BCS opponents.
Wm some real victories, not the moral kind.
Because until that happens
the naysayers against this •
program will continue to
naysay; which is fme.
But what's unfortunate
is when they back up their
talk with facts, facts like 2-

43.

I

Wildcats' final drive Ibaves UCF with no shot:
i
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back Carson Coffman
scored with 24 seconds
left in the game and gave
KSU its first and only lead
17-13, the game's final
scote.
The Knights jumped
out early on an 8-yard
touchdown run from junior Ronnie Weaver.
UCF would then watch
kicker Nick Cattoi miss
42-yard and 23-yard field
goals before they would
score.again.
The Knights' final 6
points came in the fourth
quarter, when Cattoi connected from 27 and 31
yards away.
The Wildcats, shut out
in the first half, scored in
the third quarter on a Josh
Cherry 27-yard field goal
and followed up with two

scores in the fourth: a 58yard touchdown strike
from Coffman to Aubrey
Quarles, who was all
alone down the sideline,
and the dagger, a 7-yard
scramble by Coffman
himself.
UCF dominated for
most of, if not all of, the
game, keeping the nation's
second-best
rusher,
Daniel Thomas, in check.
Thomas had 22 carries
on 76 yards and the KSU
offense managed 11 first
downs all game.
Freshman quarterback
Jeff Godfrey totaled 192
yards of total offense himself, despite having no
touchdowns and two
interceptions - one on a
last ditch effort with 13
seconds on the clock and Weaver added 130
yards and a touchdown on

22 carries.

WhyUCFlost
It's easy to put the
blame on Cattoi, who
missed kicks from. 42 and
23 yards, but ultimately
the blame falls on the
whole team.
One could just chalk it
up to pure luck, when
Coffman scrambled and
just was at the right place
at the right time and
found the end zone for the
game-winning score.
That is the easy way
out. After all, UCF outplayed KSU all game.
The Knights held the
nation's second-best rusher to 76 yards, and held the
run-first Wildcats to 83
yards on the ground.
Maybe, Kansas State
just happened to get lucky.
The alternative and the

real reason UCF lost was
UCFitself.
No one player was
responsible. A freshman
quarterback looked like a
freshman. Godfrey was 8
of 18 for 92 yards and two ·
interceptions.
Sure, he ran for almost
100 yards, but. when he
needed to make a throw,
he just couldn't and that's
going to happen sometimes.
Maybe it was the decision to kick the 27-yard
field goal on fourth-and-I
at the KSU 10-yard line.
Cattoi made it and gave
UCF a 13-10 lead at the
time, but the Knights followed that decision with a
squib kick, giving the
Wildcats 5:14 with the ball
on their own 40 yard line.
So while it's really a
personal preference on

who you want to blame,
remember UCF as a team
lost this game.

The momentum changer
The Knights faced a
third-and-3 with six minutes to go at the KSU 12yard line. Weaver picked
up 2 yards on the carry,
leaving the Knights with
just inches for a first
down.
H_e ad coach George
O'Leary decided to take
the points instead of
rolling the dice, and UCF
took a 13-10 lead with 5:14
left to play.
Following an excellent
red zone stand, the KSU
offense, starting at its own
40 because of a squib kick,
thanks their defense by
driving downfield for the
game-winning
touchdown.

The deal sealer
On second-and-goal
from the UCF 7-yard line,
Coffman scrambled into
the end zone on a broken
pass play to give the Wildcats their only lead of the
game 17-13 with 24 seconds to play.

Noteworthy
- Weaver set a career
high with 130 rushing yards.
- Godfrey had a near
even split on his snaps: he
rushed 17 times for 99 yards
and completed eight of his
18 pass attempts.
- UCF is 2-45 all-time
against schools from BCS
conferences.
- The past two times
the Knights have fmished
their ·· non-conference
schedule 2-2, they have
played in a bowl game.
(2005, 2009)

__

__,_

_,___
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Volleyball stumbles in C-USA opening series
SEAN SIMON & MIKE BALDUCCI
Volleyball beat writer and Sports Editor

The volleyball team
opened Conference USA
play Y1\S weekend with a
two-day series against
Marshall, losing both
matches to even its record
at 7-7.
The Knights were hardly out of contention, ·dropping most of the six sets by
the minimum 2 points.
"1bis was a really hardfought match tonight
between two teams still
trying to find their identities and trying to find confidence," head coach Todd
Dagenais said in a release.
'We are still looking for an
identity, and as a team, we
are still looking for our
core leadership."
Kristin Fisher provided
leadership with her sixth
double-double of the season on Thursday. Fisher
struck a match-high 15 kills
and 11 digs to complement
her two blocks.
Sophomores Evija Vtlde
and Tory Mccutcheon
provided attack support
with eight and five kills,
respectively. UCF took the
early lead in both sets
before slowly finding
themselves in a trench The UCF volleyball team dropped its two matches against Conference USA rival Marshall on Thursday and Friday in straight sets, bringing the Knights' record to 7-7.
fight for every set-point.
"We respect Judge
Vukson add to 22 assists
. The offense rested on Judge rules no cal) on daims in
Consecutive
errors
[Robert M.] Evans' decithe swings of Fisher and Plancher wrongful-death suit
forced the Knights into a in the contest.
"Blocking has been a Vtlde on Friday, who comhole they couldn't recover
An Orlando Circuit "Sion, but respectfully disfrom and were handed huge emphasis of ours. It is bined for 17 of UCF's 25 Court ruled Friday that the agree," said Grant Heston,
their first conference loss something that we take to kills in the match.
UCF Athletic Association assistant vice president of
heart that we haven't been
'We still find ourselves is not operating as a state UCF News & Info. "The
of the year.
The next day the a very good blocking in a position where we are agency and will not be eli- law and state statutes
Knights experienced simi- team." Dagenais said. 'We looking for one or two hit- gible for a cap on settle- clearly show that the UCF
lar results. Back-and-forth have always known that we ters to step up so we can ment claims in the Ereck Athletics Association is a
exchanges of leads were have the size and the ath- diversify our offense," Plancher wrongful-death state agency and subject to
sovereign immunity. We
evident as the Knights letic ability to do better Dagenais said. "That is lawsuit. .
posted a season-best 11 than that. And, again, I feel ·going to be a big focal point
Under Florida law, will evaluate all of our
. like that is another part of next week. It is important establishments operating options, and an appeal is
total blocks on defense. ·
The Knights were guid- the game that we are start- that everybody has to com- as a state agency cannot certainly one of them."
The UCFAA previously
ed by Rachel Vukson and ing to break through on. So, pete for their positions. We pay more than $200,000 in
ftled a motion for partial
Mccutcheon, who com- that is one of our stepping are going to find the most settlement claims.
bined for 13 block assists, stones that we needed as consistent players and
The ruling means UCF summary.
Plancher was 19 when
including a career-best six we go forward with right- those are the ones that are can pay unlimited claims in
ing the ship."
he collapsed after a condigoing to play for us."
forVukson.
the Plancher case.

ALEX BREWER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

tioning workout at UCF on
March 18, 2008. An autopsy
report attributed his death
to the sickle-cell trait.
Plancher's
parents,
Enock and Giselle, ftled the
wrongful-death suit March
12,2009.
UCFAA said that since
it's funded and supported
by the university, it should
operate as a state agency.
Planchers' attorneys said
the UCF administration
does not operate the
UCFAA directly (rather by
Director of Athletics Keith
Thbble), therefore it runs as
an independent agency.

Despite 4th quarter scoring, defense shines
FROM A9

two interceptions, but
he was more effective
running the ball. He
rushed for 99 yards on
17 carries.
Late in the third, the
Wtldcats cut the UCF
lead to 7-3 on a 27-yard
field goal from Josh
Cherry.
The
Knights
extended their lead to a
touchdown about three
minutes into the fourth
quarter off of a Nick
Cattoi 31-yard field
goal.
On the ensuing possession,
Coffman
found wide receiver
Aubrey Quarles for a
touchdown
58-yard
score to tie the game at
10.
The
Knights
defense, which held
Kansas State to 272
yards of offense, forced
a Thomas fumble.
- Godfrey
woulc;l
dtjv.e the offense inside
the ,fred zone and
fourth-and-I,
the
coaching staff called on
Cattoi, who delivered
the go-ahead field goal
with 5:14 remaining.
Cattoi had a tough
afternoon, missing his
first two. kicks of the
contest.
Although UCF had a
3-point lead, the Wtldcats had the momentum going for them.
Kansas State drove 67
yards to take the lead
on a Coffman run.
The tough loss was
just another one on the
~t for the Knights.
Tliey dropped to 243 against BCS programs since joining the
Football Bowl Subdivision iri.1996.
For
the hard
work '
efense did in
limiting the opp osing
offense for three quarters, it was the UC F
offense that failed to
take advantage.
Not being able to hit
pay dirt, they ad to

settle for field goals.
The 14 fourth-quarter
points UCF allowed, were
the first the defense has given
up in the final period all season.
Senior defensive end
Bruce Miller tallied his 29th
career sack, leading the
nation in career sacks among
active players.
,
Both Kemal Ishmael and
Reggie Weams each collected a tumov~r for the Knights.
UCF must now wallow for
the next week and a half
before taking on UAB on Oct.
6 in the Conference USA
opener at Bright House Networks Stadium.
It will be the first of two
consecutive
Wednesday
games for the Knights.

Reggie Weams
(40) tries to stop

Brodrick Smith (S)
Saturday.
CHARLIERIEDEL /
ASSOCIATED PRESS

This Saturday, 1 :OOpm - 5:00pm
Waterford Lakes Town Center
413 N. Alafaya Trail, Orlando

• FRE~ Unlimited Samples of MOR-Ethan 100
of the Wor1ds Greatest Beers!
• FREE Food Samples from Area Restaurants
• FREE Soft Drinks, Bottled Water and
Entertainment
___...
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-Donation is a
definite 'like'

....

M

any people use Face- website.
book to sen,d virtual
Zuckerberg himself; howgifts on Farmville or . ever, refused to assist writer
Mafia Wars, but Jhls week
Aaron Sorkin in the research
Facebook founder Mark · ·
for the film, which allowed
Zuckerberg sent part of his ·
for some slight creative disfortune - $100 million of it,
cretion and character embelto be exact - as a gift to the
lishment
The stir created by The
school system in Newark, ~.J.
As charitable as this gesSocial Network has changed
ture may be, many believe it's Zuckerberg's image from an
no coµicidenc!e that the dona- anonymous billionaire to a
vindictive genius, a reputation was announced on the
tion many believe he's trying
Oprah Wuffeey $how the
same day the The Social Netto combat with the hefty
work , a film based on Facedonation tci the Newark
school system.
book's rise, debuted.at the
New York Film Festival.
Critics are referrin,g to his
The film, which hits · ·
donation as a sham and a ·
public reiations stunt, but
nationwide theaters Friday,
has gained a reputation for ·
who reahy cares?
·displaying Zuckerberg as, for
We think ·t he more imporlack of a better word, a jerk.
tant issue here is that Zuckerberg is going to.benefit a ·
In the movie, the Harvard
genius stole the website idea
school district with about
from three ofhis academic
40,000 students that has long
been sufferin,g with dilapidatcolleagues after ~ey asked
for some lielp"with the proed .schools and declining test
scores;
gramming aspect of their
website design, and then he
Sure, it's hard to consider
this donation genuine after
later betrays his roommate
and co-founder in order to
Zuckerberg's stingingly harsh
rise to the top.
depiction in the film, but at
Zuckerberg's portrayal _in
least he's making an effort to
the film is overall unflatterin,g fight his newfound reputaand details his "dog eat'dog'
tion, which is more than we
mentality, leaving no sur- ·
can: say for most celebrities.
vivors - even his friend and
Let's take Lindsay Lohan
roommate~ behind ·
for example. Her name floodThe film is based on Ben
ed the headlines this week
Mezrich's book The Accidenafter she returned to jail for
tal Billionaires, which relays
the third time after failing .a
the.creation of the popular ·. court-ordered drug test, yet ·

we haven't seen her volun. teerin,g at an animal shelter
or serving food to the homeless.
Damage control isn't necessarily a bad thing, especially in Zuckerberg's case, when
it's benefiting thousands of
children
·
·
What's done is done, and
the past can't be changed;
making the huge donation
won't alter the fact that
Zuckerberg cheated his
friends out of a fortune, and,
in all honesty, he'll probably
still.be viewed as a heartless
jerk in the court of public ·
opirµon. ·
Regardless, what he's
doing for-those children and
the opportunities he's providing them is really astounding.
Zuckerberg realizes the
~portailce of education in a
child's life and he wishes to
remedy the recent blows the
nation's school system·has

taken
''Why education? Because
every child deserves a good
education, and right now;
that's not happening:'
Zuckerberg said Friday on
the Oprah Wirifrey Show.
We're proud of the philanthropic steps Zu~erberg has
taken to·fix his negative
image - whether or not his
actions were genuine are still
up for debate - but as long
as the kids are benefiting, we ·
really can't complain

READER VIEWS

·Gender identity protection
worthy of co~cem at UCF
,1
.,.

; .

My name is Alexander Sierra: and I am a
transgender student at UCF. tirthe Sept 13
issue of the Future, on Page AIO, on the.bottom
.right comer, this was published:
"The president and most-of the good ole
boys oa the BQT are somewhat conservative
businessmen l3ehind closed doors; I am sure
they laugh·at the idea of gender identity, as do
most 4i their generation
· ·''I personally think it is odd and very abnormal liuman behavior to think one needs to be
the opposite sex. I guess I don't really care
about it, but it i,s very odd to me.'~
Though, clearly he cares enough to publicly say how latighable and odd he thinks we
are.
Jt continues: ''I just oan't understand how a
normally developed human being with a relatively normal social upbringing and environment would think that way, so I guess they are
not normal in the development
·
''Who cares? What 10 people really care
·about-this? Has anyone ACTUAILY been discriminated against because of this issue? If so,
please cite examples. If not, th~n why fight for
·
'rights' that are not even needed.'.'
It was signed only "anonymous."
So; Mr. Anonymous, please allow me to
edu~te yo\L
.
.
·. There are, in fact, many people who care
about. this issue at UCR In fact, more than 100
ofthem caxne out in support of equality for ·
transgender students at UCF at the Senate
meeting on Sept 2. The Senate is for gender
identity protections too, with an almost completely unanimous.vote in favor of them. Even
Maribeth Ehasz, vice president of Stndent
Development and El,lrollment Services, has
vowed that the concerns of transgender students w.ill continue to be a priority.
• · Do people get discriminated against
because of this issue?
Mr. Anonymous, sir, people are killed in
cold blood constantly just because they identify differently. Some people, unfortlmately, do
not show such restraint as you have shown,
limiting their disdain for people like me to
writing into their local newspaper, but instead
take some steps ahead to rid the world of such
laughable, abnormal and odd people. If they
even see us as people at all I could cite you
•some examples if you wished, out that doesn't
even address the biggey issue here.
Whal: difference d0es it make if there have .
. been documented inciaents or not? The fact
· that tryingto protect a minority on campus
stirs up so many feathers points, as do your
comments, to how much ignorance around
· transgender issues the1e really-is in this community.
What difterence would it make to you if we
were protected or not?'What effect would it
have on_your existence, Mr. Anonymous?
.
ibsolutely none. ~use clearly you know ~f

no one who identifies as :transgender.
I, for the life of me, don't think I will ever
understand what it is about us that makes people so afraid We have a different set of experiences, but fundam~ we are the same as /
you.. We breathe the same. air, eattb,e sam~ ·
food, long for the same things. We struggle for
. a sense ofidentity not unlike·most people who
are college-aged, if in a more visible way.
You have a right to your opinion, just like
anyone else, but my suggestion would be to
learn a bit more about the topic before making
such generalizations.
.
You see, every time someone:: does that publicly, it makes·the transgender person struggling to fmd themselves take a step back from
acceptance, and it gives the person who
already thinks we're just a bunch of freaks
another excuse to hate us.
I like to think of myself as a pretty good per~
son I don't lie or steal or cheat I go to class,and I make good grades. I vote, I .v olunteer my·
spare time to help my oo.mmunity become a ·
better place for LGBT people. I try my best to
do the best I can every day, ;md there aie people out there who will hate me anyway. Not .
because of 1;he things I do or the person that I
am, but beeause I was born female. I have
upon me this labei of transgender that they .
cannot and will not comprehend·
Let's be clear here, Mr. Anonymous. r.m not ·
accusing you ofhate. I want to give you the
· benefit of the doubt and assume that you are_
just uneducated about what transgender ,
. means. 1hmsgender is an umbrella term,
loosely defmed as anyone who does not completely identify with the sex that.t hey were
born into. This covers a wide variety of identities, but the one most people focus on is transsexual A Transsexual person has ~de a physical transition via hormones and or surgeries .
from one sex-to the other.
Most; if not all, transsexual people know
that their body does not match their identity at .
a very early age (around age 5) which coincides with most psychological research around
child development. Societal pressure will typically lead us to keep our identities·secret until.
a breaking point of some kind A point where ·
the true identity can no longer be hidden and
_ijie options are reduced to: live as who I really
am, or commit suicide.
We realize that transitioning is an extremely
difficult path and that it will put a stigma on us
for life. We realize that pepple will react negatively toward us because of who we are. But
the need to finally feel comfortable in our own
bodies is so great that nothing else matters. ·
Now; rm·sorry, Mr. Anonymous, but I
haven't come this.far just to be called ''laugh.-,
able" and told that my ''rights" don't matter by
someone who doesn't even have the conviction to write his real name after his comments.
To any transpeople that may be reading, you
DO matter, and your rights ARE needed And
as long as I am on·this campus, I will continue
to fight for them and to fight the ignorance
that exists here.
I
•
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M1V shoWs pregnaricy
as far from g4lmordUS
J~~

. ~tour ag~ in .colle~e,
'.
.
,;
i cfo~·t know if
I'm sure most of us knew
the people of The Today
someone in high sc~ool
Show have just never
who got pregnant or
watched Teen Mom or. if
knows a teen who is cur.t hey didn't have anyrently expecting.·
thing better to discuss
.It's not exactly
on their show that momthing that is completely
ing, but I've watched
unheard of these days
every episode, and there
with three out oflO girls
is no way that they are
becoming pregnant
JORDAN SWANSON
presenting teen pregnan- .
. before the age of 20,
Guest Columnist
cy in a way that is beauaccording to t:4e Cente'rs · ·
.·
. tiful and attractive.
for Disease Control and ~even- .
There is nothing glamorous
tfon.
about having to drop out of school
On the MTV show Teen Morn,
to take care of your child
.
four teenage girls - Maci, Amber,
There is nothing glamorous
Farrah and, Catelynn - all have
about having to go to court to battheir lives documented as they deal tle over custody with the father of
with the choices they made after
your child.
becoming pregnant while still in
There is nothing glamorous
high school.
.
about having to support yourself
Maci and the father of her child, and your baby when you're only 18
Ryan, are not together anymore
years old because your parents
and are dealing with custody bat. refuse to help you out
·•. tles. Amber and Gary are constantI'm not saying these teen moms
ly bickering at one arlother ~ver
need to be gi'Zeh more credit for
things like mo~ey and finding a
.how far they've come given their
· babysitter.
situations, but the media does not
Farrah is a single mother, deal- .
need to be insinuating.that their
ing with living on her own and sup- show is sending the wrong mes-· .
porting herself and her daughter.
sage to its viewers, because it's not.
· ·catelynn and Tyler are .t he odd ·
Teen Mom should be viewed as
balls on the show. They are the
a lesson to the peopl~ that watch
only coupl~ of the four to have cho- the show. If you have intercourse
sen adoption. Even though they
and end up pregnant, then the time
aren't raising a child like' the others, that follows will indeed be chalit is still a struggle for them to deal · lenging as·important decisions will
with the hardest decision of their
need to be made.
lives.
The show in no way is condonDoes this seem like "glamorizing teei pregnancy and making it
ing'' of "glorifying'' teen pregnancy out to be something that teenagers
to you? ·
should look up to:
,
According to The Today Show, it
All I'm saying is that critics need
does.
·
·
to give this show and its,members
On Sept. 16, Tyler and Catelynn,
a break. It's not the culprit.in glamwere featured on the morning talk
orizing teen pregnancy.
· show and interviewed by Matt :
If anything; the social network. L3:ue.r about wha! mess~ge.tho/
ing world, ~~teens po~ting . · .
think Teen Mom 1s sending t~ its
countless pictures of their
··
viewers. More specificaµy; they
"adorable" b~by bumps that
were asked if the show is glamoriz- become overly accessorized
.
ing teep pregnancy.
infants, should be the one to blame.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

to make important decisions.
Distracted driving \ · ity Enjoy
college, go to class, USTEN
for
a
change, and learn to ~
reason for,road rage a society-contributing
adult· .
It's not the physical inconven-ANONYMOUS
ience that keeps people from
·
using turn sigru$. It's the mental
Dude, you clearly don't get it
capacity that's required that keeps Student government is just some
the idiots from using them. ·Think sham that was invented to give
about it
students who want to be involved
.:._ANONYMOUS somewher~ to go.
A school is not a ·democracy or
Somewhere along the line, the any other type of government, it is
a .corporate entity (albeit a notspeed limit went from what's
for-prbfit one, in general) that
pqsted to 5+ mph over. Ifl am
provides a service to paying cusdoing the speed limit don't tailtomers. If you don't like the serv- ·
gate me because you want to ·
ice, go pay another university to
speed
· give you want
•

-ANONYMOUS

.

-ANOm'.MOUS

·Democracy viable
atUCF

,..

. While it may operat~.~..,y:oti
· say, Jast Anonymous, we are
attending a public university that
· ·God forbid those those who
is paid for. with.not only.o'lir.:~•.
actually nµi the university and
tuition, but also state tax dollars.
'--· th
ibili.
The community of Florida and
lli:lve e r~ons
ty to operate the students ofUCF should have
the school make decisions. You
pay tuition to be taught from
the most say over the functions of
''those overpaid administrators:•
the university, instead of the
not tell them what to do.
duties being appoin~ed down
· When you grow up, get an
' through heavy ~ureaucracy (~!
education,·gain some life experi- , has no student mpu~ and_ ~egligxence, then you can apply for a job ~le remnants of Flonda citizen
as an "overpaid administrator" .mp.u t).
and gain the ~ght and res~.-,{bil-. -~
·-NIIOONICHO
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Balbimn Modeling seeks
Clffl!nl orfonner models,

actors, or maka4> mtislJy
pn:,resslollllis to 1Eech
weekends. lnmedlale
openings! Email reswne
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~ ext 1W

A personal assis1lri is
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com
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Paid &ney Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Clck on Surveys.

Between High Schoo ard
Colege? 0,e-18? Drq:ithat entry
lewl posioon. Ean v.tlat~
\\Ollh!!! Travel wBt.o:essfiJ
Yotrg &isi"less Gio..p. Poo
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Make Eldra IVicJ7e,yf Get Poo1o
ShJp On-1..re. Strad1 YOlJ"
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Drivas- FOOD TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED OTR
~avaiaJleNOW!CDL·A
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pay & Benefits! Cal a recn.i1er

Bulgst Save$$$. Get cast,
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www.BestFREEmall.com

TODAY!(877)4840042
www.oakleytrmsportcom
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STUDENT SPECIAL
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DEPENDABLE, EAGER TO
LEARN, AND LOOKING FORA
CHALLENGING OPPORT\JlffY
APPLYTODAY!
www.sentinelaners.com

/

Rooms avail ror seiJior or
Qnwale student In lmmacuale
3'2 home near UCF. $400mo. + 1/3
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call 407-709-6098.
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~~tJHLGEsaw-gson
s1a!B'Mde alveltisi"g i1 Oler 100
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of Fbm, Put us 1D oork for You!

(866)742-1373
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BURIED IN CREDIT
CARD DEBT?

I

We can 51!,e YOU THOUSANDS of Dollars & Help YOU Eliminate ~

RATED "A" WITH THE BBB!

Loweryourpaymenu!Stop Harass!
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- Experience in Pro Baseball

--a

-Affordable Individual &
Group Sessions
· Will Come to YOU!
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real estate auctions
Florida Home Auctions Sep 21 - Oct 8
Nominal Opening Bids
from $1,000

Many Available
~:.....::....;.;.i

for Online
Bidding
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8
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$9
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Rate(
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
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• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Expaiarx;e Necess.ly. Tranrg

POTENTlAL?

Services

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

A
A

3 6

EWUBIIDERS WANTED.
$ID a day pcten1ial No

'-

8

600 Traver

rffl:1 HELP WANTED:

I

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

, 700 Worship
800 Misa!llaneous
900 Wanted

l~ General

'I

RATES

Rate

TO COMPETE
WITH THE BEST?

4
8
6 2

9

8 4
7
3
1 8

7
3 1

5
4

Fill in the grid so ·
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

6

7

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

9 6
1
8

2

3

Thursday puzzle:
Hard /eve/

4 9

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Sign up
6"MyCousin
Vinny" star Joe
11 Cooperstown
shrine: Abbr.
14 First lady before
Michelle
15 Revolutionary
Allen
16 Tic-tac-toe loser
17 High rollers
19 Pin for hanging
20 Election losers

1

2

3

14

17

1=-+--+--+--+--+--+---

88

~ ~~~i~e unit 1-,,.,,..+--+---+-24 Morales of
"Jericho"
26 Duped person
29 "Do as I say, not
as I do" speakers
34 Deal in stocks
36 Stimpy's partner

~ ~~~:~

46

60

......,..+--+--

..,

39 Like the house
this puzzle's
subject couldn,
destroy
4 1 K-12 sch. years
42 On a cruise
43 "The View"
network
44 Dig discovery
45 Shrill
"complimenr to
:: ~cetty woman
49 "How revolting!"
50 One, to
Beethoven
51 Den or par1or
53 One in a multiple
birth
56 Pet lizards'
homes
60 German
conjunction
61 Catch your
breath, or what
the subject of this
puzzle (found at
thestartof 17·,
29· and 45Across) does
64 Swearing-in
words
65 Motionless
66 Nightmare loo. of
film

1 Napoleon's exile
isle
File target
Carpets
Director Welles
Carriage
passenger's
warmer
6 Confined, as
pigs
7 Approx. takeoff
hrs.
8 Boa1er's eronoun
9 Automobile
1o Crotch-to-ankle
pants measure
11 Native Arizonans
12 -Plow pullers
13 Verne's
circumnavigator
Phineas
18 "Icould
horser
22 "Yahool"
24 Biz VIP
25 Went down like a
stone
26 Like a house
. destroyed by this

up letter
69 Some towed
vehicles, briefly

27 ~~~~r·~~;.r
28 Group of judges
30 Idle and Clapton
31 Actress Palmer
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Last issue solved
32Codeofconduct
33 See 26-Down
ciue
35 Overwhelm with
noise
39 German road
40 MLB scoring
stats

!: means
~~ u~;i.:in

47 The "T" in NATO
48 Forsaken

52Sourceof
Canada's
symbolic leaf
53 Comical comment
54 Cancel
55 Fan dub favorite
56 Swaps between

accts.

~:':a:'l

~ 59 P.M. periods
62 A, to Berlioz
63 Not many

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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